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was substantially the same as in other larger sections of the universe, but in which
.;.!2o rj2

there would be galaxies revolving upon their axis X CEIX, solar systems
with

revplving upon their axies, and galaxies ma retreating rapidy,from one,BOS

the
theory

galaxies, as the supporters of the steady-state xkUDEk maintain that it uiiust be

They assert that la very slight amount of h,dr'ógeh: brhin thto.exthtèhce constantly

between the galaxies, would of course, produce sufficient to establish

the galaxies totáke the place of those whichThav nived-far out.;-fr apart from

each other. For this there is no proof, and it is hard to imaine how proof could

be found However, God could 1 ye establlshecLsuch a`-sy's'temif He chose, '

".recently.
To my own mind. it iseem to be a more likely theory, that-:the new/discovered.

the exact nature of which -is. still rer mOhund disPut àmdng

the scientists, are actually galaxies which have gone outertain distance,
EL their

and there exploded and disappeared wit1y'erierg being transported by some principle

unknown to us, back to the I center of the universe: and there. beinqMtablished-
a

a s/small amount of matter which in time would áduâlly adàüthulatincft1iüs cmx

form' new gaiaij and new solar systenin line withthè tiiè.bffhé-steady-stqte

veiw. ,- . . .. -: .

Thus it:does not seem to me that either the explosion theory-or steady-state

theory or even-the oscillatRing theory prposes-anything that'isontrary to the

biblical teaching. Any one of them requires start. itth a q±xphilsophical

question whether one is to imagine that the been eternal

and these things have been going on for an infinite length of-time.; Such a

question is one which the human is unable to handle ?causwhaVe no basis

for it. As. a matter of fact the question whether the universe jias existed for an

infinite time or-whether:infinite in its extent, this 18:aquestion which. is quiteqite
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